On the limits of automatic speaker verification: Explaining degraded recognizer scores through acoustic changes resulting from voice disguise.
In speaker verification research, objective performance benchmarking of listeners and automatic speaker verification (ASV) systems are of key importance in understanding the limits of speaker recognition. While the adoption of common data and metrics has been instrumental to progress in ASV, there are two major shortcomings. First, the utterances lack intentional voice changes imposed by the speaker. Second, the standard evaluation metrics focus on average performance across all speakers and trials. As a result, a knowledge gap remains in how the acoustic changes impact recognition performance at the level of individual speakers. This paper addresses the limits of speaker recognition in ASV systems under voice disguise using a linear mixed effects model to analyze the impact of change in long-term statistics of selected features (formants F1-F4, the bandwidths B1-B4, F0, and speaking rate) to ASV log-likelihood ratio (LLR) score. The correlations between the proposed predictive model and the LLR scores are 0.72 for females and 0.81 for male speakers. As a whole, the difference in long-term F0 between enrollment and test utterances was found to be the individually most detrimental factor, even if the ASV system uses only spectral, rather than prosodic, features.